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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello Everyone.My name is Caleb Buahin, and I am a researcher at US Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of Research and Development. Among my research endeavors at the agency, one of my primary roles is to help maintain and advance EPA Stormwater Management Model.Before I begin, I want to first thank the organizers of this conference for giving me and opportunity to discuss some of our thinking regarding where we head next with SWMM. I first attended ICWMM in 2021. Even though we were in the throes of the COVID pandemic and had to join remotely, I still enjoyed the intimate setting this conference provides to talk and discuss the latest applications, advancements, and ideas in the stormwater modeling area with experts, practitioners, and researchers. I am therefore excited to have this opportunity to come back in person, and in a different capacity to share some of the advancements we are implementing and those we are planning to implement in the future with SWMM to solicit feedback, ideas, and suggestions from the broad range of stakeholders that are present here. My background has been in developing and applying integrated hydrological to hydrodynamic models to understand water quantity and quality in water systems ranging large river and reservoir systems and to combined, sanitary, and stormwater systems. More recently my work has involved developing hybrid data and process guided statistical and AI/ML methods with physics/process driven models for various applications. Like many of you SWMM has been a central to a lot of my work, so I am thrilled to be in this position to help carry on the incredible legacy of this model.



Disclaimer
The U.S. EPA, through its Office of Research and Development, funded and 
collaborated in the research described in this presentation. It has been subjected to 
the agency's administrative review and has been approved for external publication. 
Opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the agency; therefore, no official endorsement 
should be inferred.
Any mention of trade names, manufacturers, or products does not imply an 
endorsement by EPA. EPA and its employees do not endorse commercial products, 
services, or enterprises.  
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Legacy of SWMM
• Has played a crucial role in flow 

and pollution control in collection 
systems since its introduction

• Supports studies driven by 
regulatory imperatives e.g.,  LTCP,  
TMDL, MS4, NPDES, etc.

• Widely used and adapted by 
modeling practitioners and in 
scientific research efforts within 
the EPA, academia, third-party 
software vendors, consultants, 
etc.
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EPA’s Stormwater Management Model has played an important role in flow and pollution control since its developmentIts development is in no small part due to several people who will be too many to name here.However, I will be remiss if I did not mention the critical role Lew Rossman played in modernizing the most recent incarnation of the code.Long Term Control Plan development (LTCP), Total Maximum Daily Load Allocation (TMDL), Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)



Traditional Application Areas
• Traditional application scenarios

• Design and sizing of drainage systems
• Control of combined and sanitary 

sewer overflows
• Pollutant load estimation and 

transport as well as BMP and 
treatment evaluation

• Estimating inflow and infiltration in 
sanitary systems

• Green infrastructure assessment
• Typically involves calibrating to historical 

records and evaluating on design/typical 
year storms for long term engineering 
design and planning purposes
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SWMM Core Users
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Cloud
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vast majority SWMM’s core users remainEngineers working for or on behalf of municipal stormwater and sewer districts Researchers and students They work on shared memory systemsThey use SWMM’s computational engine and API to deploy multiple simulations in parallel to cloud on HPC systems for various applications including:Infrastructure sizing and placement optimization applicationsAutomated parameter estimationRealtime control optimizationEvaluating different climate projections



SWMM’s Role in Advancing the Intelligent 
Collection Systems Paradigm
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Virtual representation of collection system — 
digital twin — through fusion of real-time 
sensor data, models, AI/ML algorithms as an 
operational experimental frame

Multi-model sensing, actuatable assets (i.e., gates, weirs, 
pumps, etc.) and data communication infrastructure 
deployed at critical locations within collection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In contrast to the traditional application areas enumeratedA new (or perhaps not so new) smart/intelligent collection systems application paradigm is envisionedIt involves the deployment of sensors along with communication infrastructure at critical points in the collection systemActuatable gates and other controllable infrastructure that can be modulated either automatically or with a human-in-the loop to achieve various near term or long-term control objectivesA virtual representation (so-called digital twin) of collection system are developed to provide an experimental frame for exploring different what-if-control and infrastructure design scenariosSWMM can and in many cases is being used to fulfil this roleHowever, SWMM was fundamentally not designed with these applications in mind and therefore lacks several features the hamper its use for this roleThe various small to medium sized utilities our agency works and partners with are eager to embark on this digital transformation and are looking to us to ensure we provide the models and tools that will help them on their journeys



What SWMM advancements will facilitate this 
digital water transformation?
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• These advancements align with many of the recommended priorities from the 2018 
EWRI organized 2018 Visioning Summit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Critical advancements:Improving the computational performance A geospatial frame for SWMMA transparent and flexible model output and state persistence formatA more extensive API and runtime interaction capabilitiesImproving the degree of fidelity accuracy SWMM pays to hydrological, hydraulic, and water quality processesThese advancements align with many of the recommended priorities from the 2018 EWRI organized 2018 Visioning Summit



Recent SWMM Advancements Towards Realtime 
Control Enhancements 

• Control rules premise clauses 
expanded to include:

• Additional control rule parameters:
• Current and next rainfall
• Node attributes including full depth, 

head, and volume
• Conduit attributes including length, 

slope, full depth, full flow and 
velocity

• Named variable as aliases and math 
expressions for more sophisticated 
real time control implementations
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-Variable D1 = Node Node1 Depth 
-Variable D2 = Node Node2 Depth
-Expression HGL = D1+D2

2.0
+ 23.7

-If Expression HGL <> 24 THEN ORIFICE OR1 SETTING =
PID 0.1 0.01 0.0



Recent SWMM Advancements Towards Dual 
Drainage System Modeling

• Runoff is applied as one-way inflow into 
downstream nodes

• Surcharges and flooding is accumulated 
over a user prescribed area on top nodes 

• Poor approximation of reality, where 
water flows on streets and over the 
landscape and can reenter at 
downstream locations

• As a step towards coupling of the under 
drainage and streets, a new streets cross-
section for links and inlet types are 
available in SWMM

• Adopts FHWA “Urban Drainage Design 
Manual” (HEC-22),  which is the de-facto 
standard for inlet analysis has been 
implemented
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While models exist for simulating spatially explicit overland flows, they are either proprietary or lack the detailed and important built infrastructure representation (i.e., pipes, storages, pumps, etc) that greatly mediate street and overland flooding.A lack of geospatial frame for SWMM and simplification of the flooding process for SWMM prevents the delineation of spatially explicit inundation areas and for targeted emergency response and remediation for digital twin applicationsA quick google scholar search of applications of SWMM coupled to a 2D model yielded 5500 entries illustrating the need for such capabilities.



Upcoming Advancements on Saving Model State 
(v5.3.0)
• Save several model state files at 

specified times
• API extended to save model state at 

runtime
• API extended to set system variables 

including:
• Start, end, and report times
• Timestep and report steps
• Number of threads
• Enabling and disabling hydrological and 

hydraulic processes
• Returning meaningful error codes
 

[FILES]
;;Interfacing Files
USE  HOTSTART "tests2.hsf"
SAVE HOTSTART "tests1.hsf"  
SAVE HOTSTART "tests2.hsf"  01/01/2024  12:00:00
SAVE HOTSTART "tests3.hsf"  01/01/2024  18:00:00

Int DLLEXPORT swmm_useHotStart(const char* hotStartFile);

int DLLEXPORT swmm_saveHotStart(const char* hotStartFile);



Upcoming Advancements to Improve SWMM’s 
Computational Performance (v5.4.0)
• Digital twins developed with SWMM need to run fast!
• Modern efficient and high-performance computational 

codes emphasize spatial and temporal locality of data 
in memory for fast access and transformation (i.e., 
“cache friendly code”)

• File IO optimizations 
• Preliminary testing using these strategies for SWMM 

are promising showing about a 30% reduction in 
computation time

• We believe there are more optimizations left on the 
table
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Challenges surrounding SWMM’s computational performance:Bottleneck to SWMM’s computational performance is its hydraulic routing implementationPerformance degrades as the number of hydraulic element increase (i.e., pipes, junctions, etc.)Bottleneck increases for larger systems or when applied to systems where finer resolution is neededPractitioners will require:Executing SWMM in a timely fashion to inform future operations for large and high-resolution modelsExecuting multiple instances of SWMM efficiently to explore and optimize real-time control and infrastructure sizing approachesExecuting multiple instances of SWMM efficiently to properly characterize the uncertainty from model parameters and inputs including land use, weather, and climate future projectionsThe principle of temporal locality says that if a program accesses one memory address, there is a good chance that it will access the same address again.The principle of spatial locality says that if a program accesses one memory address, there is a good chance that it will also access other nearby addresses.Vectorizing data and using Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) Using struct of arrays (SOA) instead of arrays of structs (AOS)Use of data managed contiguous arrays instead of linked lists for data that are frequently accessed or modified 



Future Advancements: A GIS Based Data Model for 
SWMM
• While GIS is ubiquitous in engineering, SWMM’s 

engine disregards the geospatial frame
• SWMM’s output and state persistence file formats (i.e., 

hotstart) are relatively opaque and inflexible
• All these elements are important for developing digital 

twins
• Develop and implement a GIS-based and topologically 

aware data model
• Implement flexible and transparent output and state 

persisting output format
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GeoPackage HDF5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenges surrounding SWMM’s input and output formats:While GIS is ubiquitous is engineering, SWMM’s engine disregards the geospatial frameEven the smallest utilities will have some GIS datasets describing their collection systemsSWMM’s output format prevents access at runtime for display and diagnosing failuresWhile SWMM saves model state (i.e., hotstart file), it is not transparent or flexible and cannot be modified easily Practitioners will require:A GIS-based data model that represents the natural and built infrastructure as well as their topological relationships with be important for developing digital-twinsReferencing sensing infrastructure and their relationship to the conveyance network in a spatially explicit mannerRuntime access to SWMM outputs for display and evaluationA transparent and flexible state persistence and output approach, will provide a way to use formal data assimilation methods for initial condition estimation, model calibration, and integration of AI/ML methods to develop digital twinsWe are exploring adopting and adapting the Open Geospatial Consortium’s GeoPackage format implemented as a SQlite database to package SWMM inputsSWMM output and state can be persisted to disk in a transparent and flexible fashion using HDF5 format



Future Advancements: Advancing SWMM’s API 
and Runtime Interaction Capabilities
• With data model envisioned, a more extensive API will 

be implemented
• API will not allow not only allow reading and setting 

object attributes parameters, but also allow creating of 
objects while maintaining the topological integrity of 
the mode

• Python is arguably the lingua franca of big data and 
AI/ML approaches that are a critical component of 
developing digital twins and the intelligent/smart 
collection systems of the future

• Low level python bindings for the SWMM API is being 
developed to allow users harness the vast freely 
available libraries available in the python ecosystem
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Python as has arguably become lingua franca of big data, AI/ML approaches. Python has a huge library freely available statistical, big data, AI/ML approaches that can be brought to bear to develop the intelligent water systems of the futureThese  approaches are being employed in digital twins for various purposes including:Data QA/QC (sensor drift or dropout)Anomalous or adverse event detection (silt build or blockage)Initial state estimationData assimilationOptimal realtime coordinated control development



Snowmelt

How do we advance the fidelity paid to hydrologic 
and hydraulic processes?
• We can continue to add new process 

formulations to core SWMM 
computational engine

• However, doing this leads to code 
accretion over several years and becomes 
unwieldy to manage

• Few people are experts in all aspects of the 
code

• Difficult for researchers to extend and add 
new formulations

• Prone to bugs as errors in one part can 
cascade to other parts

• Difficult to validate and write unit tests
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Evapotranspiration

Infiltration & Groundwater

Hydraulic routing

Rainfall 
Runoff



Component-Based Modeling as a Potential Answer
• The component-based modeling paradigm is an 

alternative to managing these challenges
• Adopts the principle of separation of concerns by 

splitting process formulations into a set of 
independent components

• Each component simulates a single process or a 
group of related processes

• Standard interface definitions implemented by 
each component 

• Standard interfaces define the when, where, 
what, and how of the data being exchanged 
between components
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Object Modeling System

Earth Systems Modeling Framework

Community Surface Dynamics Modeling System, 
Basic Modeling Interface (BMI)

Open Modeling Interface

HydroCouple



Example Coupled Modeling Applications Using SWMM 
with HydroCouple
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Parameter estimation for a coupled stormwater heat transport model

Parallel multi-objective calibration of a component-based river temperature model
CA Buahin, JS Horsburgh, BT Neilson - Environmental Modelling & Software, 2019

Colorado River heat transport model

Water temperature controls for regulated canyon‐bound rivers
BA Mihalevich, BT Neilson, CA Buahin, CB Yackulic… - Water Resources 
Research, 2020

Numerical modeling of mud transport, storage, and release on the Colorado River

Numerical modeling of mud transport, storage, and release on the Colorado River, Arizona
Gerard Salter - SEDHYD Conference, 2023

https://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&cluster=11409218232817715154&btnI=1&hl=en
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?oi=bibs&cluster=18033478405506036808&btnI=1&hl=en
https://www.sedhyd.org/2023Program/1/20.pdf


Future Advancements: Improving the Fidelity of 
SWMM’s Hydraulic and Water Quality 

Formulations
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Sub-grid discretization to 
resolving flow dynamics

Alternatives to the Preissmann Slot 
approximation to handle 

transitions from open channel to 
pressurized flow

(Shang et al., 2021)

Goal
Advance SWMM’s formulation to improve the 
degree of fidelity paid to underlying routing and 
water quality processes in an efficient manner
Approach
• Efficient and accurate numerical methods for 

hydraulics that resolve sub-pipe dynamics, handle 
transitions from open-channel to pressurized 
flows, and promote mass conservation and 
convergence

• Implementing full advection-reaction-dispersion 
formulations

• Advancing heat transport modeling and multi-
species reaction capability for SWMM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenges surrounding SWMM’s hydraulic routing:Water surface profile across a pipe is not explicitly resolved but interpolated linearly between upstream and downstream nodesWhile pipes can be segmented to increase resolution using junctions, momentum is not conserved across junctionsThere is a need to implement a sub-pipe discretization to properly resolve dynamics on this scale for improved insights, convergence, and conservationHandling of the transition from open channel to pressurized flow introduce errorsPractitioners will require:Advancing numerical methods that are convergent, conservative, and resolve sub-pipe dynamics efficientlyImplement methods to resolve the errors that arise when transitioning from open channel flow to pressurized flow and vice-versaWe are exploring various numerical discretization approaches (e.g., finite volume) and time-stepping methods that can be implemented as alternatives to SWMM’s dynwave solver. Exploring various ways to implement sub pipe discretization to properly capture Exploring methods to better handle the transition from open channel to pressurized flowsGoals are to improve convergence, conservation, computational performance, and the degree of fidelity paid to hydraulic routing process in generalChallenges surrounding SWMM’s water quality:SWMM solves an approximation (i.e., tanks in series) of the full advection-reaction-dispersion (ARD) equation. While this approximation works well for many applications:It requires small timesteps, where change in the element volume is small to minimize errorsIt results in inconsistent results for different element sizesIt disregards dispersion which is can be important for flow regimes in collection systemsSWMM provides rudimentary capabilities for pollutant transformation and reactions and does not explicitly simulate heat transport and multispecies reactions Practitioners will require:Methods to solve the full advection-reaction-dispersion equations to allow for convergent and conservative solutions for different flow regimesAdvancing a heat transport and multi-species reaction capable numerical methods that are convergent, conservative



Future Advancements: Improving the Fidelity of 
SWMM’s Overland Processes
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Goal
• A spatially explicit multi-process and multi-

scale overland flow quantity and quality 
model to facilitate coupled 1D/2D modeling studies

Approach
• Implement coupling infrastructure to allow 

coupling arbitrary 2D models to SWMM
• Implement a spatially explicit multi-scale and 

multi-process overland flow-infiltration 2D 
model

• Among other models, the Penn State Integrated 
Hydrologic Model (PIHM) is being evaluated for 
adaptation and adoption Qu, Y., Duffy, C.J., 2007. A semidiscrete finite volume formulation for 

multiprocess watershed simulation. Water Resources Research 43, 
2006WR005752. https://doi.org/10.1029/2006WR005752

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Challenges surrounding SWMM’s rainfall runoff formulations:SWMM’s runoff formulation is lumped, with a one-way feedback between overland processes and hydraulic routing in the conveyance networkThis configuration prevents various application:Coupled 1D/2D inundation studiesIntegration of the vast libraries of publicly available remotely sensed and derived products e.g., Radar-based rainfall, land use, soil moisture, etc. Spatially explicit evaluation of GI and other sustainable urban development approachesPractitioners will require:An alternative to the lumped approach that is spatially explicit/2D overland model with feedbacks to the 1D conveyance networkThis coupling will be enabled by the GIS-based data model envisionedSpatially explicit evaluation of GI and other sustainable urban development approaches  We are exploring adopting and adapting the formulations in the Penn State Integrated Hydrologic Model (PIHM) multi-process, multi-scale hydrologic modelIt solves overland flow-infiltration and groundwater formulations using a semi-discrete finite-volume method over a triangular irregular network (TIN) meshBenefit of the TIN mesh is that we are add more resolution where needed (e.g., spatially explicit implementation of GI) and coarsen the mesh in areas where not needed

https://doi.org/10.1029/2006WR005752


Conclusions

• EPA ORD will continue to maintain and advance SWMM for the digital 
water transformation

• We plan to expand the unit test coverage of the SWMM and regression 
tests to ensure continued accuracy and quality of the SWMM code 

• Advancements will go through EPA’s rigorous internal review process to 
ensure continued confidence in the use of SWMM

• We plan to continue conversations with our stakeholders throughout the 
development process to make sure their views are considered in this 
process

• We are excited about the future of SWMM and invite practitioners, 
researchers, to provide feedback and suggestions on future directions



Contact
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Disclaimer

The views expressed in this presentation are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or policies of the US EPA. Any mention 
of trade names, products, or services does not imply an endorsement by the US Government or EPA. EPA does not endorse any commercial products, 
services, or enterprises.

Caleb Buahin
buahin.caleb@epa.gov

SWMM Email
swmm@epa.gov

GitHub
https://github.com/USEPA/Stormwater-Management-Model
https://github.com/USEPA/SWMM-GUI 
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